
The GIZ Egypt GG consists of the GFPs on project and

country level (currently 16 GFP) and is also open to all

interested colleagues. Each of GIZ Egypt’s projects has at

least one GFP. GIZ Egypt also appointed two GFPs on

portfolio level. Gender balance and balance between

AMA/NP are selection criteria for the role of GFP on country

level. They are supporting project GFPs, country director

(CD), portfolio management (PFM) and head of projects

(AVs) through consultation and knowledge management,

mainstreaming Gender in commission management and

coordinating GIZ Egypt’s GG.

GG meetings take place on a regular basis (currently

monthly) to ensure exchange with regard to the topic of

gender mainstreaming between the different projects and

clusters. Since beginning of 2021 a newer Subgroup on

Inclusion of People with Disabilities (currently 21 members)

was added to the GG. This subgroup has its own meeting

rhythm and is also open to all GIZ Egypt colleagues.

Promoting gender equality and contributing to the elimination of gender-based discrimination is a priority of GIZ Egypt. GIZ Egypt’s Gender

Group (GG) was established as a community of practice for the Gender Focal Points (GFP) of all GIZ Egypt’s projects in 2014.

Its objectives are to strengthen Gender Mainstreaming in GIZ projects within GIZ Egypt’s country portfolio and to provide mutual support and

advice. The GG is operating through three different subworking groups and since 2021 it was extended by a fourth subworking group on

Inclusion of People with Disabilities. For 2022 a fifth subworking group on Anti-Sexual Harassment work is foreseen.
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GROUP STRUCTURE & WORK MODE 2021

Since several years, GIZ Egypt formulates and implements one Annual Gender Goal and a respective Operational plan through the GG

members. Through the ongoing support of CD and PFM the annual GG budget is usually split between all projects after approval of the AVs and

management. The GFP on country level can attend Management Team Meetings regularly to address Gender and Inclusion related topics and

share updates of the GG’s work.



The recent focus of the group is on gender related knowledge management,

fostering capacity building, communication and the inclusion of people with

disabilities. Therefore, the GG operates through four sub-working groups:

o Capacity Building: planning and facilitating trainings for staff members of all

bands (and if seen necessary externals)

o Communication: creating and distributing communication material,

overview Gender news (country wide), PR

o Knowledge Management: creating knowledge products, keeping Gender

Checklist and Gender consultant data base up-to-date

o Inclusion of People with Disabilities: Mainstreaming inclusion across GIZ

Egypt's projects and in the projects’ service delivery to partners

A main challenged faced - due to the COVID-19 pandemic – was that many

of the newer colleagues have never physically met (including the 02/21

newly elected GFP on country level) and a new digital work mode for the

GG had to be established.

The solution is the active use of the new GG MS Teams space which

completely transferred the workflow into the digital work sphere. The

onboarding for new GFP and active colleagues as well as the monthly

meetings were shifted into digital formats.

This way the GG was able to still jointly create an operational plan for 2021

and achieve results on country level (see coming pages) without meeting

physically.
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GROUP STRUCTURE & WORK MODE 2021

Beginning of 2021, and following an internal interview process, a new Anti-Sexual Harassment Focal Point on country level was digitally

elected by the CD in support of the GFP on country level. A challenge faced in the previous years was the question of smartly interlinking the

work of the GG and of the ASH-FP, therefore the call for application to this open role was published in the GG and members of the group were

especially encouraged to apply. The newly elected ASH-FP now is also part of the GG which makes steering and synergy creation easily

possible. Until now exchanges with other GIZ GFP (such as Sri Lanka) have been facilitated through the GG to disseminate Egypt's practice

and experience on the subject. Currently the ASH-FP is working on the graphic design of the ASH policy through the GG communication

subgroup. In October 2021 a Brown Bag Lunch on country level was held by the ASH-FP on the subject. Further activities are planned on

country level for 2022 (developing an SOP for reporting mechanism, contextualized psychosocial support, awareness activities).

GENDER IMPACT 2021



The Gender Mainstreaming Checklist was

distributed across GIZ Egypt in 2021, also through

Webinars developed and facilitated by the GG. The

Checklist is a hands-on tool created to enable all staff

to integrate Gender mainstreaming into their daily

work and into every step of the project cycle no matter

the projects GG-marker. The checklist helps to ensure

that the interests and concerns of our beneficiaries

and target groups of all genders are equally accounted

for in design, planning, implementation, monitoring

and evaluation of every project in all sectors. All GIZ

Egypt colleagues are encouraged to use this practical

and user-friendly guide to reflect on how to best

integrate gender mainstreaming in their work.

In 2021 the GFP on country level were included by the country management into GIZ Egypt’s

current digital onboarding planning process. A module in the new digital onboarding will

therefore be dedicated to sensitization, awareness raising and capacity building on gender

(mainstreaming), Anti-Sexual-Harassment and Inclusion for all new GIZ employees. This step

will provide a solution to new colleagues entering the GIZ (Egypt) world with different knowledge

backgrounds with regard to these important subjects by bringing them all to the same level and

further enabling them to navigate processes, know GIZ tools and actively contribute to our goals.
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GENDER IMPACT 2021

In 2019 a country-wide gender analysis to serve as reference for project gender analyses and the

country’s portfolio planning was prepared according to the new format. In 2020 a data base for Gender

consultants and a Gender Mainstreaming Checklist was created by the GG for the first time – both

formats have been refined and tested by the GG during 2021 before the official launch on GIZ Egypt

level end of 2021.

Through ongoing support by CD and PFM, the GG was further able to present during GIZ Egypt’s End

Of Year Event 2021. The presentation slot was used to showcase 2021 activities and especially

advocate for the use of the Gender Mainstreaming Checklist by all colleagues.

During GIZ’s 2021 Gender Week Egypt’s GG actively participated and created a session on Women in

digital transformation: Bridging the digital gender divide. Joining participants learned about

challenges and opportunities of bridging the digital gender divide and the scope was further broadened

by input of an external Egyptian expert on digital divide at the intersection of gender and disability.



Following the Need Assessment conducted in all projects in 2020 the lack of training

in some subjects by GIZ Egypt colleagues were addressed by offering the Gender

Sensitive Budgeting Webinar Series in 3 parts with an external expert (02/21) and

further a Basic Gender Awareness Raising Training for GIZ Egypt support staff

and drivers by an external local expert (11/21). A Gender Analysis Webinar

(internal and session for selected external local consultants) by FMB colleagues is in

the pipeline for January 2022.

To tackle the challenge of different information status quo and knowledge among GIZ

Egypt staff an interactive Brown Bag Lunch on Gender in GIZ Egypt was held by

GFP Country level (06/21) and a Brown Bag Lunch on Anti-Sexual Harassment

(Policy) by ASH-FP (10/21) was open to all colleagues.

The implementation of the Gender Mainstreaming checklist is made accessible by

providing colleagues with the opportunity to join webinars on GIZ Egypt Gender

Mainstreaming Checklist: An Introduction by the Knowledge Management

subworking group of the GG in January/February 2022.

The GG noticed a gap of communication material (for 

internal and external use) and addressed it by creating a 

poster (print version is distributed in all GIZ Egypt offices 

2021), flyer and videos (long and short version in English 

with Arabic subtitles; Arabic audio version will be 

available in 2022) on Gender Mainstreaming in GIZ 

Egypt. The material has been distributed to all colleagues 

via multiple channels (and is accessible here: 

https://dms.giz.de/dms/llisapi.dll/app/nodes/315750285)

Further – through integrating ASH topics into the GG – the

GG realized that not all GIZ Egypt colleagues are aware

of (internal processes with regard to) the ASH policy. To

enhance accessibility and give incentive to internalise the

policy, a „fresh“ designed ASH policy and information

posters in the same style as other GG communication

products are currently being designed. 
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